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Home Made Creme Brulee' at Rocky's Pub!
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MANSFIELD, OH - In the heart of Mid Ohio there lies an oasis of a restaurant that has been in
business for almost 40 years!  Inside this restaurant is a unique ambiance that is traditionally
only offered in a fine dining establishment.  A place where romance can bloom over a candle lit
table, family gatherings can be had for even the pickiest of eaters, and business meetings can
be made in that special setting when you can't afford to disappoint the client.
 

In the heart of this oasis is a wonderful Chef who is world traveled and enjoys bringing her
favorite tastes home with her.   Lucky for Mid Ohio her home is with us!   Offering many of her
favorites you will find a wonderful European influence in her dishes that you will not find any
where else in the state! 

Along with 100% home made soups and unique combinations such as certified American Kobe
beef and bleu cheese,  rasins and white wine, Napolitano dishes from Italy and last but not least
- the occasional HOME MADE New York style cheese cake or creme brulee' topped with Grand
Marnier you won't go wrong by giving one of her dishes a try.    We have even heard of the chef
catering to those who prefer or require a gluten free meal. 

So whether it's just in for a few drinks, or a meal on the go while sitting at the bar,  or sit down
experience for fine dining; there is a variety of ways you can enjoy your meal at Rocky's Pub
and Grille.  In our opinion it's truly one of the Best Restaurants in Mid Ohio!

The kitchen is open Tuesday - Saturday 5- 11PM.  Reservations are Recommended.

Visit their webpage: www.rockyspub.com
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Follow them on Facebook: www.facebook.com/pages/Rockys-Pub-Grill/124914124194276
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